
9.0 Infantry Formations
General Rule
There are four voluntary infantry formations: column, line, square and skirmish (open) order. In general, to change
formation from column formation to line, square or skirmish open order formation or vice-versa, an infantry unit
conducts the formation change during the Formation/Facing Phase. Morale Disordered unit may change formation
during the Formation/Facing Phase. Routed Morale units may not change from column formation till rallied. Routed
units and morale disordered unit forced to retreat are automatically placed into a column formation with "bases
stacked" to show Morale rout or one figure reversed to show morale disordered status.

[9.10] Infantry Column Formation

[9.11] The basic column formation of an infantry unit is represented on the tabletop by placing figures directly
behind the front rank figures (See examples xx.xx). The number of figures comprising the rear ranks must
exceed the number placed in the front rank. Unit formations conforming to this rule can elect to use columnar
movement rate.

[9.12] Infantry units which have figures behind the front rank but have equal or less than the front rank use
the linear movement rate. These pseudo columns are still treated as a massed target for any firepower and use
columnar shock attack.

t9.131 A column of lines formation is a series of units in line formation placed directly behind each other to form
a "column like" formation. All units in this formation group move as a line formation but may use columnar shock
attack.

[9. 14] Two rank based units in columnar formation (see 9. 1 1 and 9 .12 definitions) use the three rank firing/ column
head firepower line on the firing charts.

[9.15] A Pre-formed column formation is defined as a group of infantry units placed in massed column formation
(see 9.1 L, 9.12 and 9.13) with each infantry unit directly behind and within 1" of the infantry unit in front. This
rule only applies in shock combat action. See 12.42. and23.52.

[9.20] Infantry Line Formation

[9.21] The Line Formation of a infantry unit is represented by having all the figures in a single rank. No figures
can be placed behind another figure of the same unit. See example xx.xx

19.221 All infantry units in line formation use the linear movement rates.

[9.23] Another infantry unit can be placed in line or column formation directly behind (within 1") of a line
formation. See 9.14 for effect on two rank based units and firing.

19,241 For firepower, a Line Formation is classed as a linear target unless enfilade fire occurs or another unit is
within 1" of the rear base edge. If an enemy unit can enfilade the line Formation, the fire is upgraded to a Massed
target.

[9.25] Infantry units under RESERVE or MARCH operational orders cannot form linear formations. They may only
remain in column formation.

[9.30] Infantry Skirmish or Open Order Formation
General Rule
During the Facing/Formation Phase, infantry and some cavalry types can deploy skirmish (open) order figures to
screen the parent unit. In addition, special "Light" infantry units and cavalry units can completely breakdown into
skirmish (open) order formations to engage the enemy and screen friendly units.

The number of figures a infantry or cavalry unit can deploy in skirmish (open) order formation depends upon the
nationality and unit organization. Most basic non-light infantry units (ie..Line battalion) have one "Light" company
figure within the unit structure. This figure can be deployed as a skirmisher. Some Line infantry units have "Third

Rank" skirmisher abilities for up to 1/3 of the figures in the unit (Austria, Prussia or Ottoman). Infantry units
organized as a "Light infantry" unit, light cavalry or irregular cavalry can deploy all their figures as skirmishers.
Some Medium cavalry, if allowed in national characteristics rules (see xx.xx), may only deploy one figure or all
figures as skirmishers. To determine organization and nomenclature of units see basic organization rules xx.xx or
consult outside organization sources.



[9.31] Infantry units have three different skirmish (open) order formations; Semi-skirmish, Full-skirmish and
Extreme-skirmish. All cavalry skirmish (open) order figures are rated as Full-skirmish formations either mounted
or dismounted.
[9.32] Skirmish (open) order Formations descriptions and formation minimum and maximum frontages on per figure
basis:

Semi-Skirmish Formation:

Full-Skirmish Formation:

Extreme-Skirmish:

Limited training, or unit has natural abilities to skirmish. Dense loose
order formation without ranks, no volley firing at enemy. Limited use of
terrain on battlefield.
Veterans, Trained regulars or some irregular units to operate in open
order with gaps between men. No organized "ranks" in formation. Uses
terrain as cover to approach enemy. All rifle armed or Tribal rated
infantry units. All mounted or dismounted cavalry units.
Only English 95th Rifles or rifle armed battalions of the 60th Regiment.

Formation Type (coding) Minimum Per Figure
Formation Frontase

Maximum Per Figure
Formation Frontase

Semi-Skirmisher order Formation (* ) 1r ' ).n

Full-Skirmish order Formation (*) 2" 4' l

Extreme-Skirmish order Formation (#) 3r ' 6n

See National characteristics rules for additional information and skirmish (open) order ability rating.

[9.33] Line units (ie.. Line battalions) and Medium Cavalry can detach one figure from the parent unit to be

deployed in a skirmish (open) order formation. This figure is commonly composed of and painted as the light

company in the battalion/regiment. Some large regiments (8* figures) may have 2 figures to sufficiently cover the

Iinear frontage of the unit.

[9.34] All detachment and incorporation of skirmish (open) order figures is voluntarily done during the

Formation/Facing Phase. All detachment and incorporation of skirmisher figures is done at the location of the closed

order parent unit. For ease during the game, players can perform this action during the Movement Phase of the

Phasing Player but the actual deployment or incorporation is performed in the Facing/Formation Phase if a exact

sequence of events is required.

[9.35] During the Facing/Formation Phase, light infantry and cavalry units fully deployed in skirmish order

reincorporate as a formed close order unit based upon the front rank midpoint of the skirmish (open) order
formation. The formed, close order formation adopted can be either line or column formation. Only after all figures

have been converged together as a formed, close order unit formation can the player redeploy some of the unit as

skirmisher (open) order formation.

Note: Although detachment and incorporation of skirmish formations may only be voluntarily executed during

the Facing/Formation Phase, the procedure is not considered a change of Formation for light infantry, light

cavalry or irregular cavalry as long as 213 of the unit figure count retains the original starting Pre-

Facing/Formation Phase formation. No opportunity Fire attack is triggered per 1 1 .81 .

t9.361 Light Infantry and Light or Irregular Cavalry units can deploy all or some of their figures into a skirmish
(open) order formation. Light infantry, light or irregular cavalry units which deploy up to 1/3 of their figures into

skirmisher (open) formation are assumed to be close order units and their skirmisher figures will retire to their
parents unit's location and join up.

[9.37] Light infantry, light cavalry or irregular cavalry units which deploy greater than 1/3 of their figure strength
as skirmishers suffer the same nesative morale that their skirmisher screen suffers. If the screen routs or morale



disorders from a morale check, the close order parent light infantry battalion, light cavalry or irregular cavalry retire

their skirmisher figures to the parent unit's location then the parent unit either routs or is placed into a morale

disordered formation and retired per 6..xx.

[9.38] Units in a State of Morale Disorder cannot deploy skirmish (open) order figures or change into a skirmish

(open) order formation. Skirmisher (open) order figures independently deployed before the parent unit suffered the

Morale Disordered may remain unattached unless involuntarily forced to reincorporate with the parent unit. See

Morale rules 15.23 and 1,5.24.

[9.39] Routed close order formation parent units automatically reincorporate all their skirmish (open) order figures

to rout with the parent unit.

[9.40] Infantry or Cavalry Skirmish Formation Restrictions

[9.41] Skirmish (open) order formation figures can only reincorporate with their parent battalion/regimentunit.

[9.42] Skirmish (open) order formation figures can never move more than 5" away from their parent unit or another

skirmish (open) order figure of the same unit. Skirmisher figures found in violation of this 5" range rule are

immediately returned and attached to the parent unit. Players can amend this rule to automatically remove the

figure(s) as casualties if agreed upon.

[9.43] Skirmish (open) order formation figures can never enter a frontal Minimum Range Fire Zone of a formed,

close order infantry, cavalry or unlimbered artillery unit unless the skirmisher figure can approach with the benefit

of cover from a terrain feature. The terrain feature must always be between the skirmisher figure(s) and the unit

presenting the minimum fire zone. The Minimum Range FireZone varies by type of unit from 1" to 4". See

Firepower 11.37.

[9.44] Skirmish (open) order formation figures can never execute a offensive Shock Combat Phase action.

[9.45] Infantry units under a RESERVE or MARCH order cannot deploy as skirmish (open) formations.

[9.46] Mounted cavalry figures must maintain at least 1/2" physical distance between their actual bases to reflect

semi-skirmisher (open) order formation or 1" to reflect full-skirmisher formation.

[9.47] Infantry skirmisher (open) order formations have minimum screen frontages based upon which type of

skirmisher formation is utilized. Semi-skirmisher formations require 1" per figure frontage to be deployed as a semi-

skirmisher formation. Full skirmisher formations require 2" per figure frontage. Extreme skirmisher formations

require 3" per figure frontage.

[9.48] Fully deployed [see 9.37] skirmishers from light battalions, light or irregular cavalry take morale checks by

the unit. Morale failure causes the entire unit to retire or rout towards the rear area U5.231.

[9.49] Partially deployed [see 9.36] Light battalions, light or irregular cavalry, Light company figures from Line

battalions or medium cavalry regiments are grouped into a temporary "cluster group" for one morale check roll

based upon the highest CMR found within the cluster. If greater than 12 figures or a 4" gap is between any two

skirmisher figures, treat the skirmisher screen as two or more cluster groups for morale checks. If a cluster group

fails morale, all the figures within the cluster are returned to their parent unit locations 115.241.

[9.50] Infantry Square Formation
A square formation represents a square or rectangular formation of four to six ranks which an infantry unit(s) would

adopt when it was threatened by enemy cavalry. Artillery may be incorporated in the square but suffers the same

target density as for the massed infantry.

t9.511 All squares are formed during the Facing/Formation Phase. A infantry square formation is normally

composed of a individual infantry unit and is represented by placing the figures in a outward facing direction and

as dense as the figure basing will allow. See diagram xx.xx for examples. The minimum size infantry unit or square

formation is 2 figures.

[9.52] More than one infantry unit can be used to form a combined larger square if the units are in square formation

and are directly adjacent (touching bases) at the start of the Movement Phase. All units forming the square formation

must have good morale status, cannot be in a state of morale disorder or rout. Place all the figures as one dense,

outward facing formation. There is no maximum number of figures or units which can form a converged square.

[9.53] Artillery can be added to or protected by a square formation. The artillery battery must end it's movement

as a unlimbered formation within the square. Just declare to the opposite player(s) that the artillery battery unit will

be placed in the square formation. Remove the battery basing from the tabletop temporarily, leaving the artillery

battery crew figure(s) in the square. A maximum of 1 cannon per 2 infantry figure ratio (or any faction thgreof)" e*[4,
1,t'
\i



can be placed in a square formation. Artillery placed within a square formation receives the protection from enemy
cavalry shock combat. If the artillery battery leaves the square, return the basing to the tabletop and measure any
movement from the center of the square's location. Return the crew figures to the battery model base.
[9.54] Mounted cavalry, limbered artillery batteries or limbered train units cannot be placed within a square
formation.
[9.55] A square formation has all around 360' facing, firepower and ability to movement in any direction. Squares
move at the speed of the slowest morale unit in the square.
[9.56] All squares are considered massed targets. Artillery placed within a square suffer loss either in cannon or
crew figures. Cannon fire cause reduction in cannon strength for a battery. All infantry fire causes loss of crew
figure(s). Artillery are treated as massed infantry target while in a square formation.

[9'57]Lightbattalion*ni.na.ffi?@t!ifigurestrengihasskirmish(open)orderformationfigures
cannot form or change formation to a square formation from their skirmish (open) order formation. Light battalions
with less than ll2 of their figures deployed as skirmish (open) order formation may form a square formation with
their close order figures and then have their deployed skirmish formation figures join the square formation.
Individual light company skirmish (open) order formation figures from line battalion units may reincorporate
themselves with their parent unit within the square structure.
[9.58]'Infantry units under RESERVE or MARCH operational orders cannot adopt a square formation. They may
only use a column formation.
[9.59] Square formations cannot be moved across terrain which causes terrain disorder. The infantry comprising
the square would be required to change formation into either linear or column to continue movement across the
terrain feature to engage enemy units.


